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Fortnum & Mason expands offerings
with in-store spa for consumers
May 21, 2015

The Bamford Haybarn spa will be located at Fortnum & Mason

 
By KAY SORIN

British department store Fortnum & Mason is creating a tranquil retreat for consumers by
opening a holistic spa for relaxation and rejuvenation as an addition to its new second
floor beauty department.

The Bamford Haybarn spa will offer consumers a peaceful haven from the busy streets of
London, as well as a chance to experiment with the latest beauty treatments Fortnum &
Mason has to offer. Creating a unique space for consumers to interact with products
outside of the retail environment can forge a stronger, lasting connection than more
traditional forms of advertising.

"An on-site spa in luxury department stores offers shoppers a way to relax and rejuvenate
during or after a shopping trip without leaving the store,” said David Naumann, director of
marketing at Boston Retail Partners. “The in-store spa provides customers another chance
to enjoy the Fortnum & Mason brand experience and keeps them in the store longer,
which creates more shopping opportunities.”

Mr. Naumann is not affiliated with Fortnum & Mason, but agreed to comment as an
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industry expert.

Fortnum & Mason was unable to respond by press deadline.

Fortnum says relax
The experience at the Bamford Haybarn spa has been carefully curated to pamper
consumers with the utmost relaxation and luxury. The spa is designed to provide respite
from the busy city, conveniently located inside the popular department store Fortnum &
Mason.

The Bamford Haybarn spa offers a wide variety of treatments

From the therapists to the treatments to the products, everything at the spa is of the highest
quality. The therapists have all been trained at the original Haybarn spa in the Cotswolds
and have lots of experience in the industry, ensuring that they will be able to satisfy
consumers who are visiting the spa for the first time.

The spa uses organic products that have been specially created for the company.
Everything is natural and designed to cleanse, protect and invigorate the skin, using only
the most trusted materials.
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The products used are natural and organic

Treatments at the Bamford Haybarn spa include shiatsu, meridian and Swedish
massages; pregnancy massages for women, de-stressing massages and deep tissue
massages; and back, neck and shoulder massages. The spa also offers a hot and cold
stone treatment, a rose upper body and facial treatment and a full body exfoliation.

While the spa will certainly appeal to consumers at Fortnum & Mason who have shopped
‘til they dropped, it will also draw crowds from the city. Ideally, guests who visit the spa for
treatments will then be inspired to continue the day at Fortnum & Mason with a shopping
trip.
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Consumers can enjoy the spa before or after shopping at Fortnum & Mason

Out of the ordinary
Straying from typical retail events to offer more diverse options can help department
stores connect with consumers in unique ways. For example, both Fortnum & Mason and
Harrods are participating in the RHS Chelsea Flower Show in London to create an
immersive branded experience outside of the store.

Harrods is hosting a conceptual Fragrance Garden, while Fortnum & Mason are
serving guests Champagne, canapés and afternoon tea from two different outdoor eating
areas. Both retailers began drumming up interest among their consumers when the event
was still months away, to ensure ample traffic once the show began (see story).

Any event that brings people into the store has the potential to create new consumers.
Unusual experiences may draw in individuals who are unfamiliar with a store and allow
them to enjoy spending time there.

For example, Parisian department store Galeries Lafayette offered its consumers an
enhanced browsing experience with an audio tour created by poet and artist Megan
Rooney.

Ms. Rooney wrote a script that presents the store as a place to wander, crafting a story
about a woman climbing a mountain. Through this listening experience, Galeries
Lafayette positioned itself as not just a store, but as a destination for contemplation (see
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story).

The Bamford Haybarn spa at Fortnum & Mason will likely work similarly to draw in
potential consumers.

“The new spa may attract a few more new customers, but the real benefit to Fortnum &
Mason is the incremental sales generated by extending its health and beauty services,” Mr.
Naumann said. “Positioning Fortnum & Mason as a destination for beauty and relaxation
will also have a positive impact on its brand image.”

Final Take
Kay Sorin, editorial assistant on Luxury Daily, New York
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